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Candle of Life 
Positive Qualities 

Positivity 
Optimism 

Light 
Renewal 

 
Problem Target 
Hopelessness  

Battling 
Struggle 
Past pain 

 
Being Surrounded by Light and Love 
This essence helps the person to switch on their Light again, that is, to see they must reach out to 
the beauty around them, and inside of them to feel that it is good to be alive.  Whatever the past 
pain has been, or however long a person has been hurting and struggling to go on, positive life 
experiences wait for them on the horizon.  The renewal of hope and optimism, when we are in touch 
with our inner light, is always rewarded. 
 
Mind – Common Uses; 
For those who feel like giving up on life, giving up the fight for survival because of past painful 
experiences.  The person has often battled on in spite of all the burdens of their memories and now 
feels that life cannot be worthwhile or fulfilling.  He person may be perfectly justified for the way 
they feel because of the realities of their life.  However, the grim attitude of the hopelessness they 
embrace is a suffering hey is adding to their situation. 
For a person unable to come to terms with an incident which makes them feel life is not worth living. 
 
The healing rekindles the flame of hope and brings the Light back into the person’s life.  They are 
then able to believe and work towards a richly fulfilling Life. 

 
Healing Pathway to the Soul 
It is a brae and perhaps naïve person who thinks they can understand the meaning behind all the 
tragedies that befall a person.  The Soul has been on a long journey, going through so many 
transformations on its way home.  In reaching out to the Light, to the Love that is embedded in every 
part of the Universe, the Soul is refreshed and radiates beauty into their Life. 
 


